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Pennsylvania Shale Energy Web Archive

Overview

Collection Data

Archived since Nov 15, 2016

Total Data Archived

Data 1.4 TB

Documents 13,596,972

Collection Settings

Public

Active

Save

Public Collection Link
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DAMASCUS CITIZENS FOR SUSTAINABILITY
CLEAN WATER, AIR AND LAND ARE BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS

Major Developments

- Action on Climate Change is a Moral Imperative. READ ARTICLE
- Army Corps Says Ban Fracking in George Washington National Forest. READ ARTICLE
- Drilling Injury Lawsuit Settled. READ ARTICLE
- Frackers Avoid Paying Royalties. READ ARTICLE
- Gas Driller Freezes Plans in UK. READ ARTICLE

Take Action

Calendar of Events

Help PA Sportsmen Oppose HB 1576
NATURAL GAS INFORMATION

NET FEET OF ORGANIC-RICH SHALE IN THE MIDDLE DEVONIAN MARCELLUS FORMATION IN PENNSYLVANIA
“A tax on this industry is a tax on my business.”

-Bill Hampton
Sugar Hollow Water Services
SAFETY FIRST

KEEPING PEOPLE SAFE
Safety is a core value at Shell. Each team member makes a personal commitment to keep people safe, protect the environment and be a good neighbor – goals we live by every day. Safety is fundamental to everything we do starting with a rigorous, five-stage systematic approach to safety as we design and engineer the project and continuing through construction into operation.

PLANNING FOR SAFETY
At each stage of project development, a team of specialists is assessing potential safety concerns such as fire, traffic accidents, leaks and equipment failures. The first objective is to eliminate potential risks wherever possible. Then we build in measures to prevent incidents while determining how to limit any effects. Once in operation, we will maintain a highly trained response team on site and we will work closely with local emergency officials and agencies to regularly test our response plans and procedures.

DELIVERING SAFETY
At Shell, we won’t be satisfied until we achieve our goal of zero incidents, and our people play a critical role in our safety performance. To that end, we introduced our mandatory 12 Life-Saving Rules in 2009, significantly improving our overall company safety record. These rules focus on the highest risk areas in our daily activities, including working safely at heights and following safe driving practices such as not speeding or using cell phones. All employees and contractors who
STOP the PENNEAST PIPELINE

PennEast has Pre-Filed with FERC

Go to the FERC Website at www.ferc.gov to register and comment on DOCKET # PF15-1-000

For more information, download our FERC flyer to get started with registration and commenting or email info@stoppenneast.org

Stop the PennEast Pipeline
Researcher Use?
Some Conclusions (in the Spirit of Democracy)

• Work to include researchers/research questions in web archiving projects from the start
• Carefully consider the ethics of web archiving, even if well-intentioned, and engage more with communities being archived
• Develop MORE collaborative web archiving projects across institutions